Anthropology Departmental Seminars: spring term 2022
School of Global Studies, University of Sussex

All the seminars will take place on Tuesdays from 15.00 to 16.30 in ARTS C, room C333

1st February: How to Study Religious Pluralism? The Cases of Chrislam and NASAT in Lagos
   Marloes Janson (SOAS)

8th February: The work of time: personhood, agency and negotiation of religious difference in married life in urban Pakistan (co-hosted with Sussex Asia Centre)
   Ammara Maqsood (UCL)

22nd February: Inclusive conservation and indigeneity at the Capitalist Frontier: territorial struggles over heritage and resource-making in Bandafassi, South-Eastern Senegal
   Melis Ece (Sussex)

1st March: Towards an anthropology of revolutionary afterlives: ethnographic reflections on the Syrian 2011 revolution (co-hosted with Middle East and North Africa Centre)
   Charlotte Al-Khalili (EHESS Paris)

8th March: Relation Flexibility: Skills, “Personality development” and the Limits of Theorising Neoliberalism in India (co-hosted with Sussex Asia Centre)
   Sanjay Srivastava (UCL)

15th March: Ghosts in the Shell: The Promises of Water Users’ Associations and the Double Life of Elinor Ostrom’s Theory of Cooperation in Rural China (co-hosted with Sussex Asia Centre)
   Andrea Pia (LSE)

22nd March: Fair Trade in an unfair market: economic competitiveness and workers’ rights in Costa Rica’s banana industry
   Layla Zaglul Ruiz (Kent)